Time domain analysis of spectrometers:
Let us consider classical spectrometers like gratings and Fabry-Perots (FP) with pulsed light [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . They replicate the incident pulse into N partially superposed, delayed pulses, as depicted below in Figs. 1 & 2. N is the number of steps for a grating and the reflective finesse for an FP. The time evolving fringe width can be computed by simply taking the square 2(5-&-'+(1+/$%+30./"0&&4+'-3%.3('%5+023&"/-5%+/.0")<+=$%+0330.%)/+>'3%#/.0&+1."):%+6"5/$?@+"'+ given by the time integration over the duration of the pulse train after taking the square modulus of the sum of all the amplitudes of the partially superposed pulses [5] :
Where, & nm (') is the normalized autocorrelation between the m-th and the n-th pulses:
As the width of the pulse+ %A#%%5'+ /$%+ '3%#/.(2%/%.+ /"2%+ #()'/0)/@+ B 0 [2] , pulse-response function of Eq.3 converges to the standard CW instrumental response curve,
We have thus established the conceptual continuity for the fringe width between those produced by a short pulse and a very long pulse, because ( ) 1 p # " * as the pulse width,
, underscoring the significance of 0 " , defined by us as the spectrometer time constant [2] . The beauty of this paper is in the Eq.5, which implies that for all the cases of spectrometers, Eq.3, 3a & 3b, the traditional CW derivation of text books can be recovered with the help Eq.C<+,-./$%.@+()%+#0)+0&'(+'$(6+20/$%20/"#0&&4@+-'"):+D0.'%E0&*'+ theorem of energy conservation, that the time broadened fringe width can be expressed as the convolution of the CW instrumental response function, I cw (", B), with the Fourier intensity ; it is the square modulus of the Fourier transform of the amplitude envelope of the pulse, a(t) [3, 4] : Or,
This identity relation is very significant because the traditional mistake of taking Fourier frequency as reality turns out to be correct, as far as the fringe width measurement is concerned. However, the direct time domain analysis in Eq.3 shows that only the carrier frequency, " , plays the physically important role of determining the location of the fringe (m ="'), and the fringe width is the artifact of time varying amplitude of the pulse. We will also present details of pictorial and conceptual similarity between various spectrometers.
